PRIVATE WRITING
The undersigned..................................................................... born...................................... the..................................

Resident in............................................ Road...................................................................... Tel...............................

Hereby subscribes and accepts the conditions indicated in point 1 to point 8 and in particular:

1) The undersigned authorizes the regional managers and the Patron of the Competition "The Best Model of
Europe", Rosario Stagno, or his successors in title to use the recordings made by camera and photographic of
my image and my intervention, even if necessary through reductions oradaptations, also authorizing the
publication, distribution and broadcasting on public and private television, on the internet and in cinemas and
in any other possible and new means of communication through film, tape and digital and non-digital media,
present and future, national and international newspapers and magazines without receiving and / or demanding
any compensation.
2) The undersigned undertakes to accept the vote of the jury, which is unquestionable and secret.
3) The undersigned undertakes to respect the program, which will be provided by the Management of the
competition and the times established therein, keeping a behavior appropriate to the context; any behavior not
considered appropriate by the Management may also be punished with exclusion from the competition, with
unquestionable choice by the Management itself.
4) The undersigned undertakes to return the goods delivered during the final, such as the costume and the dress,
except for the garments that will be honored by the Management, such as thet-shirt. In case of non-return, the
Management reserves the right to apply a criminal penalty of € 50.00.
5) The winners of all categories (Babies, Kids, Teens, Models, Ladies, Gentlemen) national and international will
have to lend their image for one year in favor of the contest "The Best Model of Europe"; the winners will have
the only obligation to notify about any contacts or participation in other beauty contests until the duration in
office of the title. If the above constraint is not observed, the Management of the competition "The Best Model
of Europe" reserves the right to revoke the title and the prize won.
6) The winners of all categories (Babies, Kids, Teens, Models, Ladies, Gentlemen) national and international will
be advertised in the press, TV, social networks and other means of communication and must notify the
Management or national coordinators about any internal and / or external contacts and job proposals received.
If the above constraint is not observed, the Management of the competition "The Best Model of Europe"
reserves the right to revoke the title and the prize won.
7) The winners of all categories (Babies, Kids, Teens, Models, Ladies, Gentlemen) national and international will
be awarded an invitation as Special Guest for the next edition, with a voucher worth € 240.00 (adults) or €
180.00 (children) for the stay in the Hotel. Otherwise and not respecting points 5 and 6, the prize offered by the
organization will be REVOKED.
8) The undersigned guarantees not to have contracts of exclusivity of his image.

Place, date...................................................... ........

In faith.......................................... ........

